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Flawed Diamond
 
Before you were developed
Something happened in life
An event that caused you
To be set like a flawed diamond,
 
All that happened then
Everything you sensed
Became burned in your soul
So the die was set,
 
Later in the life you live
Conditions combined
And brought you back there
To where it began,
 
An emotional event
Similar to the first
Causes you to react
As then you did,
 
Notice why you react
The thoughts at the time
It's not your fault
Just a state of mind,
 
Repair the flaw
Go back and recall
What happened then and
Change what it means,
 
Be like an artist
Create your new you
The past is the past
Be like a cut diamond.
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No Rhyme Or Reason
 
No rhyme or reason
Would ever explain,
Why some folks quit
And others refrain,
From doing their best
They shy away,
And cannot see
A brighter day,
In one there is
A power so strong,
If only revealed
Would heal the day long,
Some are aware
of what they can do,
Others are not
And so live to rue,
You have a mind
That manifests in your life,
What ever you feed it
Both riches and strife,
Ask what you want
And life will give,
Select wisely,
And you will well live.
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Palsy Of The Cerebral
 
Palsy of the cerebral,
To others may be terrible,
Not to me, my son is he,
Jonathan his name.
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